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RECURSIVE BAYESIAN ESTIMATION
UNDER MEMORY LIMITATION
RUDOLF KULHAVÝ
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When the Bayes estimation scheme is to be applied recursively, a numerically feasible approximation of the ideal procedure is generically necessary. In this paper a conceptually novel approach
to the approximation problem is elaborated. In contrast to known methods, the posterior probability density of an unknown parameter is interpreted as uncertain and its uncertainty is described
by probabilistic tools again. It is shown that storing just a limited finite-dimensional description
of posterior densities we are able to infer in a Bayes coherent way only in terms of transitions
between equivalence classes of densities with the same description.

1. INTRODUCTION
Computational realization of the Bayesian approach to parameter estimation [1]
is not at all trivial in nonstandard cases. In a recursiue version, Bayes estimation
immediately processes observations to update sequentially the probability distribution of unknown quantities. This way is inevitable for adaptive control or adaptive
signal processing, for instance. It needs, however, to cope with computational
complexity and especially memory demands due to storing a too large or continually
growing statistic.
The first collection of papers concerning approximation of the ideal inference
appeared in the late 1960s in connection with attempts to apply the Kalman filtering
approach to systems which did not fulfil the assumptions of model linearity or normality of the underlying distribution. Many solutions were designed in the vein of the
extended Kalman filter [2] or using more sophisticated expansions of the posterior
density [3, 4]. An attempt to find a more global approach to density approximation
resulted in the early 1970s in proposing several powerful schemes [5] — [10] (see [11]
for a survey). Nevertheless, the problem has remained of interest and new approaches
and methods have appeared since then — the list of references [12] —[19], far from
being complete, can be mentioned at this place.
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The approach elaborated conceptually in this paper is based on the observation
that incompletely described posterior densities become in recursive estimation as
uncertain as the parameter itself. By the way, this is the reason why recursive estimation is not analysable so easily as in the case when the true posterior is at disposal
(see [19] for an interesting study of this case). In spite of this fact, most of the above
mentioned techniques have tried to estimate the posterior density of the unknown
parameter in a "point-estimation" way — without investigating or even discussing
the influence of different approximation methods on uncertainty of the posterior
density.
This is why we attempt to explore the problem of recursive Bayes inference under
a limited description of posterior densities more thoroughly than usual. The fact
that estimation and not filtering is dealt with is not accidental. On the one hand,
the estimation case is more transparent because of its simpler structure. On the other
hand, it turns out to be more critical and fundamental. The use of a model of time
variations for unknown quantities in the filtering case usually prevents accumulation
of errors and thus makes approximation less sensitive.
In our solution we strongly require that the results of estimation for full-description
and limited-description cases are coherent. The concept of coherence is used here
in a'more restricted sense than e.g. by de Finetti [20]. Let us suppose two observers,
one of which is able to accomplish the ideal Bayes procedure, but the other may
store only a limited description of posteriors. Then we require that their conclusions
are identical as regards the equivalence classes of probability densities induced by
the used description. Incidentally, coherence in the above sense implies also the same
results of one-shot and recursive estimation, a property very rare when known approximation methods are used.
Preliminary concepts of recursive Bayes estimation and of a limited finite-dimensional description of probability densities are introduced in Section 2. The key
Section 3 poses and answers the question which posterior description is Bayes-closed
in the sense that the description itself or, more generally, its probability distribution
is computable in a recursive manner without complete knowledge of the true posterior density. The problem is analysed within a hierarchical Bayesian framework
in the vein of Good [21, 22]. It is shown in Section 3.4 that the description closure
requirement leaves surprisingly little freedom in the choice of a density description.
Section 4 deals with approximation of the posterior density based on the Bayesclosed description. Using the derived results, a coherent framework for approximation is designed in Section 5. The concluding Section 6 summarizes the main results
and indicates possible extensions of the approach.

2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Bayes parameter estimation
The standard Bayes estimation scheme [1] will be assumed throughout the paper.
Consider a stochastic system on which data are observed at discrete time instants
labelled t = 1,2,.... Data include a directly manipulated input ut and indirectly
affected output yt. The collection of all data items available up to time t is denoted by
xt =

(u1,y1,...,ut,yt).

To denote that no data are available, x 0 is used formally.
Assume the dependence of the system output on previous data described by a suitable parametric family of probability densities
p(yt\xt-1,ut,0)

= m(xt;6),

(1)

conditioned on the data observed up to the time t — 1, the latest input ut and a constant (generally multivariate) parameter 9 e 0. The shorthand notation m(xt; 9)
is preferred in the sequel when speaking about the likelihood function of 9 for known
data x f . Assume that to evaluate the likelihood m(xt; 9) needs to store only a finite
limited amount of data.
Express prior uncertainty of 9 through a probability density p(9 \ x 0 ) = p(0)
built on the basis of relevant initial information.
Then the updating of the density of the unknown parameter 9 by data is given
by the Bayes theorem, which in the case when the input generator employs no information about 9 other than measured data (cf. the natural conditions of control
in [1])
p(ut | x f _ l 5 9) = p(ut | x f _i)
(2)
reduces to

!

p(9\xt)ccm(xt;0)p(e\xt.i).

,
(3)

The symbol cc stands for proportionality (equality up to a normalizing factor).
Remark 1. All probability densities mentioned above and introduced in the sequel
are understood as Radon-Nikodym derivatives of corresponding probability distributions with respect to suitable dominating measures. To keep notation on a reasonably
simple level, we use mostly the symbol p(') for densities and X(') for dominating
measures.
2.2 Limited description of posterior density
In actual estimation we are able to store only a limited finite-dimensional description of densities p(9 \ x f ). Let us formalize the concept of a posterior description
exactly.
To avoid problems with considering probabilities on infinitely-dimensional spaces,
we shall assume that the density p(9 \ xf) can be interpreted, for any t, as a member

of a sufficiently rich family parametrized by an N-dimensional hyper parameter w
(w could be viewed as a sufficient statistic too)
& = {p(0; wt) | wt € W c R"} .

(4)

A one-to-one correspondence between the posterior p(0 | xt) and the hyperparameter
wf is assumed throughout the paper.
The above assumptions may seem artificial at the first sight. However, note that
working with quantized data, the number of different likelihoods m(xt; 0) is always
finite (although very large in general). This makes our formulation quite realistic.
Now the posterior description represents an n-dimensional vector mapping

(n £N)
Xi & -> R" .

(5)

The mapping induces on the family $F or, equivalently, the hyperparameter space
W an obvious equivalence relation
p(9; wt) ~ p(0; wt) o wt ~ wf <*• y(p(0; wf)) = x(p(0", $t)) •

(6)

Mere knowledge of the description x allows to distinguish just among the equivalence
classes of densities
[p(d; wf)] = {p(9; wt) \ p(9; wf) ~ p(9; wt)}

(7)

or, equivalently, the equivalence classes of hyperparameters
[ w j = {wt | wf ~ wt} .

(8)

With respect to this fact, it is useful to assume a more specific parametrization
of the family SF
wf = (w + , w~) e W = W+ x W~

(9)

with
w* = x(p(0; w f )).

(10)

+

Here the superscript w suggests available while w~ missing information. Note that
the description hyperparameter wf+ specifies only the equivalence class \p(0; wf)]
in which p(0; wt) lies while additional knowledge of the complementary hyperparameter wf~ makes it possible to determine the density p(6; wt) completely.
3. BAYES-CLOSED DESCRIPTION OF POSTERIOR
3.1 Problem formulation
In the standard estimation scheme, the evolution of p(0 \ xt) is fully specified
by the system model defining the density (1) and by the prior density p(9). Therefore,
there is no uncertainty in determining p(9 | ;cf).
In the case that just a limited description x is at our disposal, the set of all possible
densities matching the current value of the description must be considered for
Bayes inference and the density p(0 | xt) of the unknown parameter 9 becomes

uncertain. Owing to the limited description, we are able to infer at most about the
equivalence classes of equidescription densities. However, is it possible to infer
in a Bayes-coherent way about equivalence classes without inferring at the same time
about densities within these classes? It is not difficult to find descriptions which are
not "closed" with respect to the Bayes rule. A classical example is the description
by the first n moments of the unknown parameter 6. It is well known (cf. Example 2
below) that the posterior moments depend generically on all prior moments, i.e.
their computation requires complete prior knowledge.
Therefore, the key problem of coherent approximation reads: Which description
X, if any, allows to realize Bayes inference in a closed manner — making the
diagram
P(0\xt-i)-^-*

p(0\xt)

x(.)

*<.).

(11)

[p(9\xt_1)]
--> [p(0 | x,)]
commutative?
The problem is formulated exactly and solved in this section. Uncertainty of the
posterior density p(0 \ xt) = p(6; wt) is described by the density p(wt \ xt) of the
hyperparameter wt. This density is assumed to be taken with respect to a suitable
dominating product measure X providing X(dwt) = A(dw+) /L(dwf~). We specify the
evolution of p(wt \ xt) for the full-description case and of p(w* \ xt) for the limiteddescription case. Analysing the results for the latter case, we formulate requirements
on the Bayes-closed description. Finally, we present the basic result stating that,
under certain assumptions, there exists a description with the needed properties.
3.2 Analysis in hierarchical Bayes setting
The following analysis has a preliminary character. It is aimed at finding conditions
which the Bayes-closed description of posterior densities must satisfy.
When a full description of the posterior density is at disposal, Bayes estimation
is characterized by the following lemma which provides a "meta" — formulation
of the standard scheme.
Lemma 1. Let us assume that a prior density p(w0 j x0) = p(w0) is prespecified
and the natural conditions of control are satisfied for both the parameter 9 and hyperparameter wf_x
p(ut | xf_ 1} 0, w,- ±) = p(ut | xt_ i) .

(12)

Then the evolution of densities
K w . ~ i \xt-i)-*

p(wt \xt)

is described by the recursive functional equation
p(wt | xt) oc j>(vv, | x f , wt_ i) m(xt; wt_ t) p(wt.

t

| xf_ j) X(dwt_ t) .

(13)

Here
m(x f ; wt_ 0 = Jm(x f ; 0) |>(0; wf_ J A(d0)

(14)

Xw f | x f , w f _ x ) = c5(wf - B(xf, w f _i))

(15)

and
where S(') denotes the Dirac function and the operator B(xf, •): W—> Wis defined
by the Bayes rule (3) (the posteriors p(0 | xf) are identified with the points wf).
Proof. The density p(wt | xf) can be evaluated from the joint density p(wt) wt-i \ xf)
by integration
p(wt | xf) = jp(wt, w f _! | xf) A(dwf_!) .
Using the probability "chain rule", we get
p(wt | xf) = j>(w, | x f , w f _i) p(w f _! | xf) A(dwf_i) .
Owing to the meaning of the hyperparameter wf the translation density p(wt | x f , wf _ t )
reduces to (15) where B(xf, •) is specified under the natural conditions of control (12)
by the Bayes relation (3).
The density p(wt^.± \ xt) can be evaluated by conditioning from the joint density
P(w,-i | xf) oc p(wt-lt

ut, yt | x f _ x ) .

By applying the "chain rule" and taking into account the natural conditions of
control (12) again, we derive
_»(w«-i | xt) oc m(xt; wf_x) p(wt-t

\ xf_x)

with m(x f ; wf_x) = p(yt \ x f _ l 9 ut, wf_x) for known data x f . As m(xt; 9) is known
and the density p(9 | x f _ x ) is determined unambiguously by w f _ ls we get immediately
m(xt; w f _i) = Jm(x f ; 9) p(9; wf_x) X(d9)
which gives the desired result.

•

In the above way the standard Bayes estimation is nested into a more general
framework with both the parameter 9 and the parameter density p(9 | xf) uncertain.
Where we need below to distinguish both levels in terminology, we use the concept
of density types introduced by Good [21, 22]. The adjective type-I is reserved for
densities p(9; wt) of the unknown parameter 9 whereas the adjective type-II is applied
to densities p(wt j xf) of the unknown hyperparameter wf.
Notice that taking the type-II prior density (hyperprior) in the form
p(w0) = 8(w0 -

w0),

we get
p(wt | x f ) = S(wt - wt)
with
vvf = B(xf, w f _ i ) .
Thus, if all uncertainty in the choice of the type-I prior p(9; w0) is eliminated, the
type-II scheme is specialized to the standard Bayes estimation.

Example 1. The notions introduced above can be visualized using a trivial example
when the parameter 6 has only 3 possible values 0 6(1,2,3}. Then the type-I density
p(0 j xt) is fully described by the triple
wt = (p(6 = 1 | xt), p(9 = 2 | xt), p(0 - 3 | xt))
and may be identified with the appropriate point of a probability simplex. Uncertainty
of this point can be described by a type-II density p(wt | xt). The whole situation is
illustrated in Figure 1. This example will repeatedly serve us to make explanations
more transparent.
o{ \xt) І

Fig. 1. An illustration of the hierarchical scheme of Bayes estimation in the case the unknown
parameter 9 has only 3 possible values Be {l, 2, 3}. The type-II density p(wt \ xt) "measures"
uncertainty in determining the type-I density p(6 \ xt).

Naturally, estimation is restricted radically when only a limited description x
is available.
Lemma 2. Let us assume a prior density p(w£ \ x0) = p(w+) prespecified and the
natural conditions of control (12) satisfied. Then the evolution of the type-II density
_>(*£_ i |x t _ 1 )-»p(w + \xt)
is described by the recursive functional equation
p(w? | xt) cc J"{JIJ>(wt | xt, wt-i) Kdw7)] ™(xt> wt-i) •
• Kw~- i K-1> wt+_ 0 X(dw;_ x)} p(wt_! | xt_..) A(dwt+_ x)

(16)

where p(wt\xt,wt_x)
and m(xt;wt_1) are defined by (15) and (14) respectively
and w stands for the pair (w+,w~).
Proof. By integrating both sides of the relation (13) over the values of w~ (using
Fubini's theorem for changing the order of integration on the right-hand side), we get
P(K | *i) oc JIJ>K I xt, wt-_) A(dw~)] m(xt; wt_ x) p(wt_ x [ xt_ t) 2(dwt_ x) .
Using the "chain rule", we factorize
p(wt_. j x t _.) = p(w;_t | xt_u w+_..) p(wt_x | xt_x) .

Then, integrating now over the values of both w+_. and wt_lt we derive
w

x

w

P( ? | t) oc !UUp( t
x

x

w

dw

m x

I t> t-i) K 7)l

+

w

x

w

( t\ t-i) •

6w

dw

• P(W7-I \ t-i> w -i) p( t-i I t-i) K 7-i)}
K ?-i)
However, as p(wt_x \ xt_t) does not depend on wt"_l5 we can extract it from the
integral over the values of w~_1 and get the relation (16).
Q
Notice that to evaluate the marginal density />(w+ | xt) in (16), we need generically
to know the conditional density p(w^_ t \ xt_u w+_ i), i.e. the joint density p(wt_ x | xt_ t)
in fact. However, this is in contradiction with the possibility of storing only a limited
description xExample 2. The example with the finite parameter space illustrates the problems
vividly. If we consider the density of 9 described by its first moment
X(p(0;wt)) =

$9p(6;wt)l(de),

we simply verify that the posterior densities derived from a single equivalence class
(o,o,i)

(1,2,3)
(a/2,l-a,a/2)
(1,1/2,1/3)

p( )
г(x; )

(1,0,0)

(0,1,0)

EPW{

}

=

2

Ev[Ąx){

}

=

6/(3 + 0)

Fig. 2. The first moment equivalence class of prior densities [p(9)] = {p(0) | ~p(e){9} —
= ~p(0){0}} for Qe {l, 2, 3} is formed by a straight line. Note that after the Bayes udpate by
the given m(x; 9) the posterior densities p(9 \ x) provide different mean values of 9 dependent
on the prior density p(9) (parametrized by a > 0). Thus, posterior densities lie in different equi
valence classes.

[p(0;w._!)] may lie in different equivalence classes \_p(0; w,)] (cf. Fig. 2). This
inconvenient fact is known in the general setting as a moment closure problem [5].
3.3 Description closure requirements
It is possible to find by analysing Lemma 2 that, without having the density
1 xt-i> w + -i) in hand, we can perform the evolution (16) only if
1. we know a priori the equivalence class in which p(9 \ x._i) lies, and
2. the Bayes operator B(xt, •) maps the class [w._ x ] on to a single equivalence class
[wj again.

P(W7-I

In such a case the evolution (16) of the marginal density _>(w+_i | xf_ .J, being a Dirac
function pointing to the true point w+_ x, does bot depend on the conditional density
p(w7-i \xt-u w + -i)- The marginal density p(w + | xt) will be a Dirac function again,
pointing to the true point w + .
Hence, the description x is sufficient for realizing Bayes inference about respective
equivalence classes if the following two requirements are satisfied.
Requirement 1 (on prior knowledge)
Let the value vv0 of w0 be such that p(d; w0) = p(0).
Then p(w0) = S(WQ — w 0 ) must be set.
Requirement 2 (on density description)

lfp(9;wt.1)^p(e\xt.1),
then p(6 | B(xt, w.-i)) ~ p(9 \ xt) must hold
for any data xt in the Bayes operator B(xf, •).
To sum up both requirements, estimation is to be reduced to the recursive determination of the equivalence class in which the true (type-I) posterior density lies.
While to satisfy Requirement 1 is easy, Requirement 2 is not trivial and will be
analysed in detail in the next section.
Remark 2. Note that Requirement 2 implies a special property of the induced
equivalence. Let us interpret the family of probability densities of 9 as a one-object
category [23] whose morphisms are real, positive almost everywhere (for simplicity),
measurable functions m(9) defining the Bayes-rule translations
P(0)

"WW

n )

\m(B)p(B)X(iO)
and the composition of morphisms is defined by their multiplication. Then instead
of Requirement 2 we could require the equivalence ~ , defined as a kernel of the
description x, to be a congruence on this category, i.e. to satisfy
if rax ~ m\

and

m2 ~ m'2 , then

m2mt ~ m'2m\ .

3.4 Construction of Bayes-closed description
The following result shows that our Bayes-coherent formulation of the approximation problem has a non-trivial solution.
Result 1. Assume that for any possible wt e W the functions In p(6; wt) are from
a Hilbert space L2(0, 3T, r(9)) with _T standing for a er-algebra of subsets of 0 and
r(9) representing a density of 9 with respect to a dominating measure X on (0, 3~).

Let the inner product be defined for any f(0), g(0) eL2(&, ST, r(6)) by
<f(e), 9(9)> = Er(9){/(0) g(9)} = \f(d) g(9) r(9) A(dO)

(17)

Then there exist continuous Frechet differentiable descriptions of densities p(9; wt)
which are Bayes-closed in the sense of Requirement 2. Their entries are defined by
Xi(p(9; wt)) = </if(0), In p(0- wt)> , i = l,...,n

(18)

where h((9), i= 1,..., n are arbitrary but fixed functions from L2(0, ST, r(9))
satisfying
<n,(0), 1> = 0 , i = l,...,n
(19)
All other Bayes-closed descriptions are related to the above ones through continuous
regular transformations.
Proof. Owing to the assumptions, the problem can be formulated using logarithmic functions of densities and likelihoods and results in searching for a linear functional of a log-density. The proposition follows by application of the Riesz representation theorem [24]. For more detail see [25].
•
The assumption of Result 1 implies restrictions on possible families (4) and on
the choice of the density r(9).
Example 3. To satisfy the assumption of Result 1 in our finite parameter space
example, we shall consider only probabilities from the interior of the probability
simplex (another possibility of taking probabilities from the interior of some simplex

Fig. 3. An illustration of equivalence classes for Oe ( l , 2, 3} and various density descriptions.
The vector h^O) is tangential to the equivalence class at r(0).

edge would be little illustrative). Figure 3 demonstrates the "shape" of equivalence
classes for a fixed density r(9) but various functions hx(9).
Obviously, by a specific choice of the density r(9) and the functions ht(0), i = 1,...
..., n we influence the properties of the appropriate equivalence classes. One appealing possibility how to proceed is elaborated in [25].
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4. APPROXIMATION OF POSTERIOR
Analysing recursive Bayes estimation with only a limited description of the true
posterior stored, we have found a specific description which can be updated in
a Bayes-closed manner. The problem of approximation arises in the case that not
a class of densities matching the current description, but one representative of this
class is required for inference or decision-making. The problem is discussed in this
section.
4.1 Uncertainty of posterior density
Uncertainty in determining the posterior p(6 | xt) =. p(9; wt) is completely specified
by the density
p(wt | xt) = p(wt | xt) p(w; | xt, w + ) .

(20)

There is a fundamental difference between the factors on the right-hand side
of (20). The marginal density p(w + | xt) specifies a probability distribution on the
collection of equivalence classes. If we choose the prior p(w£) in accordance with
Requirement 1 and use the Bayes-closed description (18) satisfying Requirement 2,
we get
p(wt+ | xt) = <5(wt+ - w + )
(21)
pointing to the point
(w t + ,-) = B(xt,(wt+_1, •))•
+

(22)
wt+

Thus, the value vv of the description hyperparameter
can be determined exactly
regardless of the value of the complementary hyperparameter wt~.
While information about w + contained in observations can be successively accumulated as indicated above, information about wt~ must be supplied either a priori,
when only the description (18) is evaluated recursively, or outside the Bayesian
framework, when the above coherent approach is combined with some non-Bayes
estimation technique. In any case, the true conditional density jp(wt~ | xt, wt+) describing a probability distribution within particular equivalence classes must be
substituted by its, more or less subjective, assessment p(wj \ xt, w + ).
Remark 3. Through the choice of p(wj \ xt, w + ) we can (and must in many cases)
assign a positive probability only to densities from a subset of J~. In such a way
we avoid considering too complicated parametric representations. However, the true
posterior p(9 \ xt) need not then be a member of the selected parametric family.
4.2 Decision-theoretic framework of approximation
The consequences of a specific choice of p(wj \ xt, w + ) can be evaluated in a right
way only in terms of final decisions. We shall assume a classical structure of the statis11

tical decision problem [26] when our task is to select an optimal decision from the
space of possible decisions, say a e A. The loss caused by taking a specific decision
for a specific value of the parameter 9 is measured by the loss function
L: 0 x A -* <0, oo) .

(23)

From the Bayes point of view, optimal decision-making reduces to minimization
of the expected value of the loss function
inf JL(0, a) p(6; wt) X(d9) .

(24)

aeA

If we do not know the density p(9; wt), which is our case, we have to eliminate its
uncertainty using the type-II density p(wt j xt):
inf f{ \L(0, a) p(9; wt) X(d9)} p(wt \ xt) X(dwt)

(25)

aeA

By a trivial re-arrangement of integration in (25) (applying Fubini's theorem), we get
an alternative form
inffL(0, a) p(9 \ xt) X(d9)

(26)

with an explicit posterior representative
P(0 I *t) - J { W;

wt) p(w; | xt, vv+) X(dw;)} p(vvt+ | xt) A(dw+)

(27)

where we used the factorized form (20) of p(wt \ xt). The density (27) represents the
optimal result of inference with respect to the Bayes decision principle.
When p(w0 \ xQ) = d(w0 — w0) and a full description of p(9 \ xt) is saved, p(9 \ xt)
coincides with p(9 j xt). When a limited but Bayes-closed description is stored,
the marginal density p(wt | xt) reduces to (21) whereas the conditional density
p(wt | xt, wt) must be substituted by an "estimate" p(w^ | xt, w + ). In this case
p(9 | xt) is an approximation of the true posterior p(9 | xt).
Example 4. Consider a specific equivalence class \p(9; vv,)] for a fixed value

Fig. 4. Convex hulls of equivalence classes induced for 6e ( l , 2, 3} by various density descriptions.
These sets are composed of possible Bayes estimates of the true density. When the equivalence
class is closed with respect to the "mixture" operation — being a straight line, the set of possible
alternatives is radically restricted.
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vv+ of the description hyperparameter w + . The set of all possible approximations
p(9 | xt) (for all p(w^ \ xt, vv+)) forms a convex hull of the equivalence class. Figure 4
illustrates a dramatic change in these sets for slightly different descriptions. Notice
a remarkable fact that when the equivalence class is "closed" with respect to (27)
(being a straight line in our case), the convex hull coincides with the equivalence
class itself.
5. COMPLETE APPROXIMATION SCHEME
Summarizing the above results, we get a complete framework for recursive Bayes
estimation using only a limited finite-dimensional but Bayes-closed description
of type-I densities. In order that the effect of the limited density description may
become more transparent, both procedures — ideal and approximated — are recalled
in parallel using the type-II terms.
Full Description

Limited Description
(1) choice of prior density:
p(w + ) = <5(w+ - vv+)

p(w0) = 8(w0 - w0)
(2) Bayes evolution:
P(wt | xt) = S(wt - wt)
where

p(wt+ | xt) = <5(wt+ - w + )
where

vvt = B(xt, vv.-i)

(vv+, •) = B(x t , (vvt+_l5 •))

(3) Bayes-optimal parameter density:
p(6 | xt) = p(d; wt)

p(d | xt) = $p(d; wt, wt") .
• P(w7 | xt, wt+) 2(dvvt")

Note the structure of the scheme for a limited description. While the first two steps
describe an exact evolution of the description hyperparameter vv+, the third step
represents approximation itself. Thus, two features are strictly separated in the above
scheme:
1. Using the Bayes-closed description of posterior densities, we are able to accomplish
the ideal Bayes inference on corresponding equivalence classes.
2. With only a limited description at disposal, we are not able to accumulate information about densities within equivalence classes in a Bayes-coherent way.
All information about them, supplied through p(w7 \ xt, vv+), must be specified
either a priori or outside the Bayes scheme.
Commonly in literature posterior descriptions different from the Bayes-closed ones
are used. Then, of course, we lose the above insight and control over estimation.
The first two steps of the suggested scheme are made explicit by the next result.
Result 2. The Bayes inference about the equivalence classes \p(6 | x t )] induced
13

by the description (18) is fully specified by the evaluation of the prior description
xh(0))

= £m{hi(6)

In p(9)} ,

i = 1,..., n

(28)

and by the recursive updating of the posterior description

Xi(P(e I xt)) = Xi(p(e | xt. x)) + W W

l n

m x

( <> d)}>

i

- -»• ••>n

( 29 )

with the expectation Er(0){'} defined in Result 1.
Proof. The above equations follow directly from the description (18) and the
Bayes rule (3).
Remark 4. The fact that the entries /,-(•) are updated independently of each other
makes parallel processing possible. The overall time needed to compute a new
description vector can be substantially reduced in such a way.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Recursive Bayes estimation has been studied in the special case when only a limited
description of the posterior density has been assumed stored. The approach adopted
to solve the problem is characterized by several novel features:
— the density of an unknown parameter is interpreted as uncertain:
— all densities with the same description, forming an equivalence class, are considered together as the basic unit for inference;
— the approximation results are required to be coherent (not contradictory) with
the ideal Bayes inference;
— the posterior description is required to be Bayes-closed, i.e. computable in
a recursive manner without complete knowledge of the true posterior density.
In spite of a lot of open questions, the approach used and first results found
in this part are believed to give a new insight into the challenging problem of approximating recursive estimation. Although the problem has been studied within
the Bayesian framework, many results may easily be adapted to maximum likelihood
techniques.
Two promising ways of continuing the line sketched in the paper offer. First,
the equivalence approach seems to be applicable immediately in the case of filtering
too (problems known as parameter tracking, state estimation, etc.) if the joint
densities of all uncertain quantities are characterized by a finite-dimensional description.
Second, the equivalence approach turns out to be only a special case of a more
general, say "invariance approach" viewing the approximation of Bayes estimation
as building invariants with respect to the Bayes rule translation. Other invariants
in addition to the density description derived in this part are probability distributions
which dominate or are dominated by the posterior distribution. Such distributions
14

can be updated recursively in a suitable parametric form ([17] illustrates this possibility). The important question in this respect is whether other types of invariants
can be constructed (the results of Chentsov [23] may be useful here).
(Received August 11, 1989.)
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